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The Lockdown days are here again and a testing time for everybody. We are
bored staying indoors and are missing our workplaces, colleagues and
friends but how we all act now will determine how quickly normalitity returns.
Video calls and Zoom have been the greatest boon during this time in connecting people who are far from their family and friends. Even the Time to
Share Group have managed many Zoom calls - 80 and 90 year olds mastering the technology. But if this technology is just a bridge too far, the written
word is always well received, or just a telephone call. “Soon, when all is well,
you're going to look back on this period of your life and be so glad that you
never gave up.” - Brittany Burgundy
And remember Winston Churchill's great words (he was a master of this)
“The Pessimist Sees Difficulty In Every Opportunity. The Optimist Sees
Opportunity In Every Difficulty.”
A very goodbye to 2020 - we won't be sorry to see you go! So here is hoping
for better times in 2021. To say that last year was a challenge would be an
understatement and with many more Covid-19 cases still being confirmed the
fight goes on but there is now hope on the horizon with the start of vaccinations so surely we can all now look forward to better times. Fingers crossed!
Even in the worst of times, there are often opportunities to laugh and lighten
the mood if we choose to find them - Winter brings with it cold, bleak landscapes, short days and reduced light, this is often when we are at our
gloomiest but remember the longest day has passed so spring and summer
are on their way - HOORAY!

East Coker During 2020

Twenty twenty has been a challenge but so often challenges bring innovation
and new horizons. This year in East
Coker has seen the start of the Coker
Corona newsletters, a thriving Food
Bank, Clapping for Carers on a
Thursday evening, VE Day
Celebrations, a Scarecrow competition,
the Bus Stop Book Swap, Friday
Market, the setting up and running of
Help Zones, the Jumble Trail, a
Decoration Competition with Christmas
Lights everywhere & a flying visit by
Santa. What an amazing place to live in
any year let alone 2020!
2020 has kept us apart but brought us
together at the same time.

Issue Eighteen

How wonderful to see Father Christmas in
East Coker. With all his helpers - he made a
tour of the whole village bringing the very
best seasons greetings, and despite the cold
evening so many people to turned out to
wish him well. So a big thank you to Santa
and all your helpers for making this such a
fun and warming sight. And to everyone
who put in so much work into lighting up
East Coker. The Village must have been one
of the most decorated anywhere in the
country. Let’s hope next Christmas it can be
even better without the threat of Covd-19.

You can see all photographs of Santa’s visit
in a slideshow on the ECPC website. Go to http://www.eastcokerparish.co.uk/parishnews/elementor-4285/ - Enjoy!

Village Cafe
We are very sad to report that because of
Lockdown the Village Cafe will not be open for
the foreseeable future. We wish Steve and Keita
all the very best, and look forward to seeing you
again soon when we can relax, eat, drink and
enjoy your warm hospitality.

A New Book
A new book has just been published by local author Peter Tait
which looks at the women in
Thomas Hardy’s life and the way
they are linked to his fictional
heroines. Contact Peter on
ptait10@hotmail.com for more details and
your chance to get a signed copy.

Helping Hand
Now that we are in Lockdown again you
may need a helping hand. There is help
available,organised by the Parish Council
should you need it - shopping, collecting
presciptions etc. Just contact the Clerk to
the Council - Jude on 863778 or Sandra on
862162.

Food Bank

Thanks to everyone the Food Bank is well
stocked at the minute and there will be no
more collections at present. But watch this
space as time goes on there will be more need.
We will keep you updated in The Corona.
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